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Searching Headings using F3 and F4 
 
Aleph offers four function keys for searching headings in bibliographic records1. Understanding how to use 
the function keys, their advantages and shortcomings, will assist catalogers in finding and inserting 
headings with a minimum of keystrokes.  

 Search Field Headings of Current Library (F3) 

 Search Field Headings of Other Library (Ctrl+F3) 

 Search Subfield Headings of Current Library (F4) 

 Search Subfield Headings of Other Library (Ctrl+F4) 

Search Field Headings functions by searching the entire contents of a field in a specified library. When F3 
is selected on a field, its content is searched in the HVD01 index to which it is assigned (see the table on p. 
5 for index assignments). Ctrl+F3 is used to search the content of the field in different libraries, such as the 
LC resource file (HVD02), Vendor file (HVD03), LC authority file (HVD10), or MeSH (HVD12).  

Search by Subfield functions by searching the content of a specified subfield. F4 and Ctrl+F4 search the 
same libraries as F3 and Ctrl+F3.  

Step-by-step instructions on using F3/Ctrl+F3 and F4/Ctrl+F4 are available in section 7 of Training 
guide:CATA:  Creating & Editing Bibliographic and Authority Records. 

F3 vs. F4 
Searching by field using F3 is usually the best way to find a heading. However, in situations where some 
subfields in a field are not indexed, or when subfields in a field are indexed differently, catalogers may find 
that searching by subfield using F4 yields better results.  

 Searching parallel fields, whether for Romanized or vernacular text, can usually be done more 
efficiently with F4. Subfield $$6 content at the beginning of the parallel field is included in the F3 
search, which causes it to work incorrectly. Using F3 to search headings that start with subfield $$5 
will fail for the same reason.  

 Inexact results may occur when the content of a main heading has a following un-indexed subfield. 
An F3 search on field 655 with subfield $$2, or field 440 with subfield $$v will include the content 
of the trailing subfield. F4 can provide more exact search results in that situation. 

 Author/Uniform title headings can be searched as a complete heading using Ctrl+F3, or name and 
title headings can be searched individually using F4. 

 Linking fields (770, 772, 775, 777, 780 and 785) with author and title headings can also be searched 
separately using F4.   

Searching Parallel Fields 

                                                 
1 Users can also search headings in bibliographic records by selecting the Edit menu, then Search.  Search field headings and 
search subfield headings choices display, and the user can select the appropriate function from the list. 
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Searching by subfield can make finding and inserting headings in parallel fields more efficient.  This is 
particularly true when searching Romanized headings and headings in scripts other than Chinese, Japanese, 
and Korean (CJK). Parallel fields containing Hebrew, Arabic, Cyrillic or Greek scripts are indexed in the 
main Author (AUN), Title (TIN), and Series (ERN) indexes. Separate indexes have been created for 
Chinese, Japanese and Korean authors and titles. F3 and F4 are configured to search indexes of Romanized 
headings by default. Searching CJK headings requires extra steps to select the appropriate CJK index. 
Instructions for searching both types of indexes are provided in the sections that follow.  

Parallel fields with Roman, Arabic or Hebrew text (or with subfield $$5 at the beginning) 
The instructions below describe how to search HVD01 using F4. Use Ctrl+F4 in place of F4 to search 
HVD02, HVD03 or HVD10.     

1. Place the cursor in the subfield to be searched. Text can be highlighted as long as the cursor is 
located in the subfield to be searched. 

2. Select F4 to search the content of the field in HVD01 (See the table on p. 5 for a list of 
fields/subfields defined for searching with F4, and the default indexes assigned). Note that 
Searching by subfield may not locate the matching heading when the main heading in subfield $$a 
is followed by additional subfields. It may be necessary to move up, or down in the list of headings 
to locate the one that matches.   

3. When the matching heading is highlighted, select OK to insert the heading into the selected subfield 
in the bibliographic record. Note that F4 behaves differently than F3 when inserting headings. See 
Inserting Headings using F4 for details. 

Parallel Fields with Chinese, Japanese or Korean text 
Scan codes used to search CJK headings in HVD01 have been added to the list of indexes that are available 
when using F3 and F4. The steps below describe how to use F4 to search CJK headings. The same steps 
could be followed using F3 as well.  

1. Copy the heading to be searched (not including subfield $$6). Text can be highlighted as long as the 
cursor is located in the subfield to be searched. If using F3, additional subfields can be highlighted, 
and the cursor can be placed anywhere in the heading. 

2. Select F4 to search the content of the field in HVD01. This will cause the CJK heading to be 
searched in the indexes of Romanized headings. Since CJK indexes are not searched by default it is 
always necessary to take the additional steps to select the correct index. (Note that the F4 search 
may display CJK headings in the AUN index. CJK headings are included in non-CJK indexes when 
the language code in 008/35-37 is not chi, jpn or kor.)  

3. Click on the button labeled Jump To 

4. Paste the CJK headings into the box labeled ‘Enter Starting Text’ 

5. In ‘Select Scan code’ choose the appropriate index code from the list; Authors Chinese (AUVC), 
Authors Japanese (AUVJ), Authors Korean (AUVK), Titles Chinese (TIVC), Titles Japanese 
(TIVJ), or Titles Korean (TIVK). CJK series headings in the 4900, 440 and 830 fields are indexed 
in the language-specific AUV and TIV indexes  
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6. When the matching heading is highlighted, select OK to insert the heading into the selected subfield 
in the bibliographic record. Note that F4 behaves differently than F3 when inserting headings. See 
Inserting Headings using F4 below for details 

Inserting Headings using F4 
F4 has the drawback of not preserving subfield delimiters when a heading is inserted. When a heading is 
inserted that has more than one subfield additional editing may be necessary to enter the delimiters or 
remove unwanted text. For example, selecting the heading $$aHydraulics $$xHistory will insert the text 
HydraulicsHistory.  Inserting a heading that was located using F4 will not overwrite any other subfields in 
the bibliographic record. 

If the heading to be searched has multiple subfields, it may be more efficient to locate the heading by using 
F3 and the Jump To option, in order to preserve subfield delimiters and avoid having to edit the heading. 
Subfields $$5 and $$6 are preserved when inserting fields using F3.  

Searching by subfield 
In fields such as 440, 830 and 655, where the entire heading is often entered in subfield $$a, using F4 often 
locates an exact match where F3 would not. Examples: 

655 7 $$aScience fiction comic books, strips, etc.$$2gsafd 

440 0 $$aHarvard series in Islamic law ;$$v1 

650 0 $$aHydraulics$$xHistory.  – F3 finds the matching string, F4 search on subfield $$a finds the 
main heading and linked authority record.  

Searching Author/Uniform title 
With the exception of subjects, Author/Uniform title fields can only be searched as a complete heading 
using Ctrl+F3 in HVD10. Author and title headings can also be searched individually using F4.  

 Searching by Field in HVD01 (F3) –Author/Title headings in 1XX, 4XX, 7XX and 8XX fields are 
split during indexing. The name portion is indexed in the author (AUN) index, and the title portion 
of the heading is indexed in the title (TIN) index. Applying F3 to an Author/Uniform title heading 
in any of those fields will search the contents of the field in the default author (AUN) index. The 
resulting headings list displays only the name portion of heading. Author/Title headings in 6XX 
fields are not split during indexing so F3 will search the complete heading in the SUL index. 

 Searching by Subfield in HVD01 (F4) – Author and title headings can be searched separately using 
F4. Selecting F4 in subfield $$t will search the title in the TIN index, and selecting F4 in subfield 
$$a will search the name in the AUN index. Entering titles with diacritics may be done more 
quickly and easily by inserting a title searched with F4.  

 Searching by Field in HVD10 (Ctrl+F3) – If an Author/Uniform title has an authority record in 
HVD10, it can be found by searching the General (GEN) index. The following steps describe how 
to find an Author/Uniform title heading in HVD10. 

1. Apply Ctrl-F3 to an Author/Uniform title heading. 

2. Select HVD10 from the menu. Fields that search the GEN index by default are: 
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 400, 410, 411, 800, 810, 811 

 700, 710, 711 with second indicator 2 

 600, 610, 611, 630 

3. If the field/subfield is not assigned to search the GEN index by default, select the Jump to 
button on the right side of the headings list display box.  

a. Enter the heading text in the box labeled ‘Enter Starting Text:’ 
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b. Select GEN in the box labeled ‘Select Scan Code:’ (it is the first entry in the list). 

 

c. Select OK. The result list of headings will include Author/Uniform title headings.  

Searching Linking fields 
Fields 770, 772, 775, 777, 780 and 785 are configured for searching with both F3 and F4. Linking fields 
may or may not contain author headings, so the content of the field will determine how it should be 
searched. Since subfield $$a is usually absent in Linking fields, F3 has been configured to search the title 
(TIN) index of HVD01 by default. Below are some guidelines for searching Linking fields.  

 F3 can be used to search Linking fields that start with subfield $$t, but will not work if the field 
starts with subfield $$a. F4 is configured to search $$a content in Linking fields in the author (AUN) 
index. It is also possible to use F3 and switch indexes using the Jump to button; an approach that 
may be more efficient if the heading has multiple subfields. 

 F4 can be used to search subfield $$a content in Linking fields. Place the cursor in subfield $$a and 
press F4 to search the heading in the Author (AUN) index. 

 F4 can be used to search subfield $$t in Linking fields. An F4 search may be more accurate since it 
will ignore the content of subfields that follow. 
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  HVD01 HVD02 HVD03 HVD10 HVD12 Subfields preserved 
when heading is selected 

Field Subfield F3 F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4  
100##   AUN   AUN   AUN   PER      6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   PER      
110##   AUN   AUN   AUN   CRP      6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CRP      
111##   AUN   AUN   AUN   CNF       6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CNF      
130##   AUN   AUN   AUN   UTI       6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   UTI      
700##   AUN   AUN   AUN   GEN      5,6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   PER      
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
710##   AUN   AUN   AUN   GEN      5,6  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CRP     
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN      
711##   AUN   AUN   AUN   GEN      5,6  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CNF     
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
730##   AUN   AUN   AUN   UTI      5,6 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   UTI    5,6 
400##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      v,x,6  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   PER      
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
410##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN        
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CRP      
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
411##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      vx6  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CNF      
 t  TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN    
440##   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      vx6 
  a   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      
4900#   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      vx6 
  a   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      
800##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      vx56 
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   PER     
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN      
810##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      vx56  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CRP      
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
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  HVD01 HVD02 HVD03 HVD10 HVD12 Subfields preserved 

when heading is selected 
Field Subfield F3 F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4  
811##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      vx56  
  a   AUN   AUN   AUN   CNF      
  t   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
830##   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      vx56 
  a   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      
840##   ERN   ERN   ERN   GEN      v56  
  a   ERN   ERN   ERN   UTI      
600#0   SUL           GEN      6 
  a AUN             PER      
  t TIN             TTN      
610#0   SUL           GEN      6 
  a AUN             CRP      
  t TIN             TTN      
611#0   SUL           GEN      6 
  a AUN             CFN      
  t TIN             TTN      
630#0   SUL           GEN      6 
  a TIN             UTI      
650#0   SUL           TOP      6 
  a SUL             TOP      
651#0   SUL           GEO      6 
 a SUL             GEO    
600#0-
650#0 

v               VSD      

  x               VSD      
  y               VSD     
  z               GEO     
655##   SFN           TOP      26 
  a   SFN           TOP      
600#2   SUM            GEN       
610#2   SUM            GEN      
611#2   SUM            GEN       
630#2   SUM            GEN       
650#2   SUM               TOP    
651#2   SUM               GEO     
086##   GNN   GNN   GNN            
752##   YPN   YPN   YPN            
752## a      YPN   YPN   YPN          
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  HVD01 HVD02 HVD03 HVD10 HVD12 Subfields preserved 
when heading is selected 

Field Subfield F3 F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4 Ctrl+F3 Ctrl+F4  
245##  TIN  TIN  TIN      c6 
 a  TIN  TIN  TIN      
246##   TIN   TIN   TIN          6 
  a    TIN   TIN   TIN          
240##   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN      6 
  a   TIN   TIN   TIN   TTN     
770##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    gwx 
770## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
770## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
772##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    fgwx 
772## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
772## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
775##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    fgwx 
775## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
775## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
777##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    gwx 
777## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
777## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
780##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    gwx 
780## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
780## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
785##  TIN  TIN  TIN  GEN    gwx 
785## a  AUN  AUN  AUN  GEN    
785## t  TIN  TIN  TIN  TTN    
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